
All major companies deal with
confidential intellectual property 
that they want to protect, no 
matter what. But what if these files 
are transferred or accessed from a 
public internet by work from home 
employees. How can you ensure 
the integrity of this property? 

AnexGATE Patrol is an innovative 
solution that ensures these files 
cannot be copied or transferred 
from your local drive over a USB or 
any local storage. It even ensures 
that your employees cannot 
upload these files into the cloud or 
any other third party upload and 
transfer service.
 
One of the major highlights of this 
system is that it provides tracking 
and monitoring of all activity of file 
transfer and upload of thisintellec-
tual property that happens over 
the laptops or systems of your 
work from home employees.

With integration over a
Secure VPN Channel for
Highly Secure Communication

UNMATCHED SOLUTION FOR SECURING 
CONFIDENTIAL DATA EVEN WHILE
WORKING FROM HOME OR WORKING REMOTELY



Integrated
Secure VPN
Solution
Integrating AnexGATE Patrol with AnexGATE VPN 
solution will give an unprecedented solution to your 
institution for highly secure file transfer over a Secure 
VPN tunnel. THis facilitates a secure access for all 
employees to access confidential information from 
your head office server and not manipulate or tamper 
your intellectual property. 

USB Blocking and Monitoring
If USB devices are blocked, all transfer is stopped but you can monitor 
the activity. In case USB is not blocked, you can track and monitor all the 
transfer activity to the USB Drive

Block Print of Documents
This feature block the printing of all intellectual property documents so 
that people cannot print any of these documents on local printers at 

Block File attachments and uploads
This prevents employees from attaching files to personal mails and/or 
any uploads to file transfer apps to share these files. 

Block Drag and Drop
This prevents all drag and drop of all files for any application or purpose 
of sharing or uploading files. 

+91-80- 42120774
www.anexgate.com
info@anexgate.com

 System requiremensts
OS              Windows 7/Windows 10
RAM           4GB
Storage      35MB used


